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Replica Rolex Submariner, and a Cold War Mystery
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The tale unfurls with Harold Holt, Australia’s prime minister during the height of the Cold War, and his profound affinity for the sea, which intertwined him with a senior executive at Rolex, culminating in the gift of a replica Rolex Submariner. Holt’s enigmatic disappearance while swimming off the Victorian coast in 1967 sent shockwaves globally.   








Harold Holt, a confident swimmer and avid spearfisher, vanished amidst rough waters, leaving behind a myriad of conspiracy theories. Speculations ranged from espionage to a mystic’s claim of knowing his whereabouts. Holt’s reputation as the “007 Prime Minister,” earned for his adventurous spirit akin to James Bond, added intrigue to his mysterious vanishing act. His affinity for diving, captured in a widely circulated video, piqued the interest of Rolex executives.  
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In a series of letters uncovered during research, Rolex proposed gifting Holt and his wife, Zara, two Rolex Submariners, emphasizing their suitability for underwater exploration. René-Paul Jeanneret, a passionate diver and Rolex executive, orchestrated the gesture, acknowledging Holt’s shared passion for the sea. Correspondence between Holt’s office and Rolex revealed initial concerns over potential advertising implications, swiftly allayed by assurances from the watchmaker.




Expressing gratitude, Holt acknowledged the gift, underscoring his intention to utilize the Submariner for precision in underwater excursions. Jeanneret reciprocated the sentiment, expressing delight at the prospect of two Rolex Submariners replica watches accompanying the Holts on their diving adventures.




The Submariners likely bestowed upon the Holts were the reference 5512 or 5513, prized for their durability and functionality in underwater environments. Despite the lack of visual evidence, historical accounts suggest Mrs. Holt adorned a full-sized Rolex Submariner in the 1960s.  
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Less than a year after the exchange, Holt’s disappearance gripped the nation, triggering an extensive search operation. Despite relentless efforts, Holt’s body remained elusive, leaving behind a legacy of respect and progressive initiatives, including his contributions to the arts and indigenous rights in Australia.
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Embarking on the Quest for Your Next Timepiece Masterpiece
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Whether it’s your initial horological dream or the pursuit of the next iconic watch, the journey begins here with a curated selection of 15 timepieces. Some might captivate your soul, while others may leave you indifferent. Nevertheless, we recommend a closer look — just in case.




Audemars Piguet Code 11.59 Steel Flyback Chrono
In the realm of future classics, Audemars Piguet’s Code 11.59 collection faced a gradual embrace since its 2019 debut. The steel flyback chrono, boasting the exquisite Calibre 4401 movement, has steadily revealed its stellar allure. Offered in blue or green dials with matching straps, this timepiece provides a compelling entry into the accessible echelons of Audemars Piguet craftsmanship. Priced at £32,100, it signifies an investment in both style and heritage.




Breitling’s Two-Wheel Symphony
Georges Kern, the driving force behind Breitling’s cool factor, orchestrates a symphony of style by linking the brand to the motorcycle scene. Collaborations with Triumph, biking adventures organizer Malle London, and Deus ex Machina, the cult Australian custom shop, birthed a masterpiece. The design collaboration with Deus ex Machina, as seen in the “squircle” subs, culminates in a two-wheeled horological marvel priced at £6,250.




Citizen Promaster Diver Automatic: A Sustainable Dive
Beyond its potential six-month solar-powered endurance in pitch black, Citizen’s Promaster Diver is a testament to sustainable style. Featuring a recycled polycarbonate dial in sleek black, this timepiece embodies eco-conscious elegance. Noteworthy is Citizen’s enthusiasm, commissioning a Japanese ska band to serenade the watch’s praises. Priced at £850, it’s a dive watch with a conscience.




Chopard Alpine Eagle: A Legacy Rekindled in Ethical Rose Gold
History echoes as Chopard’s Alpine Eagle, born from the vision of co-president Karl-Fritz Scheufele, takes flight. Evolving from the St Moritz luxury steel replica watch, this 36mm stunner in ethical rose gold adorned with sapphires is a testament to timeless elegance.




Hublot Spirit of Big Bang Essential Grey: An Exclusive Titanium Affair
Hublot’s online exclusive, the Spirit of Big Bang Essential Grey, is a limited-edition masterpiece crafted from titanium. With judicious sandblasting creating a striking grey effect, only 100 examples are available. Priced at £20,800, each purchase includes a £900 service, making it a unique proposition in the horological realm.




Girard-Perregaux Laureato Aston Martin: Revving Up in Ceramic
Inspired by the green livery of the Aston Martin Cognizant F1 team, Girard-Perregaux unveils the Laureato Aston Martin. The dial’s color harmonizes with the ceramic case and bracelet, mirroring the aesthetic of the ’20s Aston Martin logo. Priced at £29,100, it’s a fusion of motorsport and haute horlogerie.




Montblanc 1858: A Lunar Tribute to Pioneering Ascent
Montblanc’s ode to history and lunar exploration, the 1858, transcends the ordinary. Its intense blue dial commemorates Jacques Balmat’s historic ascent of Mont Blanc in 1786. Priced at £4,000, this timepiece is a celestial journey frozen in time.  








Omega Seamaster Aqua Terra 38: Nautical Precision in Downsized Elegance
Omega’s Seamaster Aqua Terra 38 sails into downsized elegance with a wave-edge case back design. Housing the Calibre 8800 movement, it attains “master chronometer” status, meeting the Swiss Institute of Metrology’s stringent standards. Priced at £6,400, it’s a fusion of nautical aesthetics and technical prowess.




Louis Vuitton Tambour: A Drum-Like Elegance Refined
Under the guidance of LV fake watch boss Jean Arnault, the Tambour undergoes a sleek transformation. Shrinking to 40mm and slimming to 8.3mm, this contender for integrated bracelet of the year is available in steel, yellow, and rose gold. Priced at £49,500, it’s a harmonious blend of sophistication and innovation.




Rolex Oyster Perpetual 1908: A Regal Resurgence
Rolex revisits its roots with the Oyster Perpetual 1908, a 39mm yellow gold marvel. Beyond the homage to the original Oyster Perpetual, it houses a new movement with five patented features, visible through a crystal back. Priced at £18,500, it marries tradition with technological advancement.




Zenith Defy Extreme Mirror: A Dazzling Rendition of Rugged Sportiness
Zenith amplifies its Defy design in 2021, introducing the Extreme with a liquid metal-like Mirror finish. Housing the El Primero 21 double escapement chronograph, accurate to 1/100th of a second, it’s a testament to precision in a dazzling package. Priced at £23,100, it redefines rugged sports luxury.




Tudor Black Bay: A Modern Icon with Heritage Roots
In 2012, Tudor’s burgundy-bezel Black Bay made waves, and the legacy continues. The new version combines heritage aesthetics with modern features, boasting a manufacture movement, METAS certification, and a five-year warranty. Priced at £3,790, it’s a contemporary take on a collectible classic.




TAG Heuer Carrera Success: Racing Through 60 Years of Excellence
Celebrating 60 years of the Carrera driver’s copy watch, TAG Heuer and Ryan Gosling present the limited edition Carrera Success. Inspired by gold Carreras gifted to Ferrari F1 drivers between 1971 and 1979, it echoes the era’s glamour. Priced at £18,750, it’s a fusion of history and contemporary style.




Jaquet Droz Grande Seconde Retrograde: Retrograde Elegance in Pink Gold
The Jaquet Droz Grande Seconde Retrograde, in pink gold, transcends conventional timekeeping. With a retrograde date setup, it adds intrigue to precision. Priced attractively, it offers a captivating display of craftsmanship, also available in blue and white.




Longines Legend Diver: Navigating Vintage Waters with Modern Precision
Longines’ Legend Diver from the Heritage collection achieves the delicate balance between vintage aesthetics and modern functionality. With an internal rotating bezel operated by a crown, it preserves the brand’s rich history. Priced at £3,050, it’s a dive watch that navigates the realms of classic and contemporary.
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The Replica Rolex Air-King: A watch Icon
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When it comes to luxury timepieces, Rolex stands out as one of the most renowned and prestigious watchmakers in the world. Among its iconic collections, the replica Rolex Air-King series holds a special place. With a rich history, distinct features, and exceptional performance, the Air-King has captivated watch enthusiasts for decades.




The Rolex Air-King made its debut in 1945, at the end of World War II. The watch was designed as a tribute to the British Royal Air Force pilots who fought in the war. The Air-King was intended to honor these heroic aviators while embodying the spirit of aviation and adventure.




Over the years, the Air-King series has seen several design and technical advancements. In 1957, Rolex introduced the Air-King with a distinctive design that featured a larger case and a prominent logo, giving the watch a bolder presence on the wrist. This design evolution appealed to a broader audience, solidifying the Air-King’s status as a symbol of elegance and performance.




Rolex watches are celebrated for their superior craftsmanship and use of high-quality materials. The Air-King series is no exception. Most notably, fake Rolex employs 904L stainless steel in the construction of the Air-King, a material known for its exceptional resistance to corrosion and ability to maintain its luster in the most challenging environments. This makes the Air-King highly durable and suitable for various pursuits, from adventurous outdoor activities to formal occasions.




In terms of performance, the Air-King is equipped with Rolex’s caliber 3131 movement, which provides precision timekeeping and reliability. The movement is fitted with a parachrom hairspring, offering excellent resistance to shocks and temperature variations. Additionally, the watch boasts a power reserve of approximately 48 hours, ensuring consistent and accurate timekeeping even when not worn for a day or two.  
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While the Air-King shares Rolex’s commitment to quality and precision with other series, it distinguishes itself in several key aspects. Unlike the sporty and robust Submariner or the elegant Datejust, the Air-King exudes a timeless and understated sophistication. Its design emphasizes simplicity and functionality, making it a versatile timepiece suitable for both casual and formal settings.




Another notable difference lies in the watch’s dial. The Air-King features a clean, uncluttered dial with prominent hour markers and an understated Rolex crown at 12 o’clock. This minimalist approach sets it apart from models with more intricate dials, such as the GMT-Master II or the Daytona.




Furthermore, the Air-King is positioned as a more accessible entry point into the world of Rolex watches, offering enthusiasts the opportunity to own a high-quality timepiece from a legendary brand without the added complications of additional features like chronographs or dual time zones.




The Rolex Air-King series encapsulates the brand’s enduring commitment to precision, durability, and timeless design. Its rich history, superior craftsmanship, and versatile appeal have cemented its status as an icon in the horology world. Whether worn as a daily companion or a statement of refined taste, the Air-King exemplifies the enduring legacy of Rolex and continues to captivate replica watch aficionados around the globe.




In conclusion, the Rolex Air-King series stands as a testament to the brand’s unwavering dedication to excellence, making it a coveted and cherished timepiece for generations to come.
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What’s Hot: Rolex Watches in the Coming Year?
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Rolex, synonymous with luxury and precision, has always been at the forefront of the watchmaking industry. As we look ahead to the next year, it’s time to explore what’s hot and exciting in Rolex watches. From anticipated releases to enduring trends, let’s dive into what Rolex enthusiasts can expect in the coming year.  
Rolex enthusiasts are buzzing with excitement as rumours suggest the return of iconic models. Anticipated releases include updates to classics like the Rolex Explorer II and the fake Rolex Air-King. These timepieces are expected to blend the best of their heritage with modern innovations, appealing to both seasoned collectors and newcomers to the Rolex world.
The Rolex Datejust has always been a symbol of timeless elegance. This iconic collection will shine in the coming year with refreshed designs, dial variations, and materials. Its versatility and understated sophistication make it a perennial favourite.  
Green dial Rolex watches have enjoyed immense popularity, and this trend shows no sign of slowing down in the next year. Whether it’s the Rolex Submariner “Hulk” or other green variants, these watches are expected to continue captivating collectors and enthusiasts with their unique and vibrant aesthetics.
Rolex sports watches are highly sought after by adventure enthusiasts. In the coming year, expect the Rolex Explorer and Rolex GMT-Master II collections to receive attention, potentially unveiling new features and designs. These watches are designed to accompany explorers, globetrotters, and outdoor enthusiasts on their journeys.
Rolex has a history of producing limited edition watches that quickly become collector’s items. Watch out for special releases that commemorate significant events or anniversaries in the coming year, offering a blend of exclusivity and innovation.
As we look forward to the next year, replica Rolex enthusiasts can expect a thrilling watch lineup that caters to a wide range of tastes and preferences. Whether you’re drawn to the timeless elegance of the Datejust, the rugged allure of sports watches, or the artistic collaborations that push the boundaries of horology, Rolex continues to set the standard for luxury timepieces. Stay tuned for the latest releases, trends, and innovations that will define what’s hot in Rolex watches in the coming year.
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The Enigmatic Allure of Rare Rolex Dial Variations
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Within the vast Rolex universe exists a captivating dimension that intrigues collectors and enthusiasts alike – the realm of rare dial variations. These unique and seldom-seen dial designs add a layer of allure to Rolex timepieces, revealing the brand’s rich history, artistic evolution, and the magic of limited editions. Join us as we explore the enchanting world of rare Rolex dial variations, where each watch tells a distinct story.  
For dedicated Rolex collectors, pursuing rare dial variations becomes a thrilling quest. These unique dials, often produced in limited quantities or for specific markets, hold a special place in the hearts of those who appreciate the finer details. Whether it’s a specific color scheme, an unconventional design, or a special logo placement, rare dial variations turn Rolex replica watches into veritable treasures imbued with exclusivity.
Many rare Rolex dial variations have fascinating historical significance. These dials often mark important milestones, collaborations, or events in the brand’s illustrious journey. For instance, the “Paul Newman” dials, made famous by the iconic replica Rolex Daytona, pay homage to the legendary actor and his impact on the world of horology. Such dials become not just timekeepers but pieces of living history, connecting us to the past and the influential figures who shaped it.
One of the most exciting aspects of rare dial variations is the creativity they bring to Rolex’s typically timeless designs. Unconventional colors, unique markers, and unexpected combinations create a visual feast for the eyes. Rare blue dials, “Stella” dials with vibrant colors, and special gem-set versions showcase Rolex’s willingness to experiment with aesthetics, adding a touch of avant-garde to their otherwise classic repertoire.
Rolex occasionally releases limited edition models with distinct dial variations, often commemorating important events, collaborations, or anniversaries. These watches become sought-after treasures, capturing the hearts of collectors and enthusiasts alike. Their rarity and the stories behind their creation make them true investments in value and sentimental significance.
The rarity of these dial variations contributes significantly to their investment value. Collectors value uniqueness, and rare dials can appreciate significantly over time, making them desirable for their aesthetic charm and potential as valuable assets.
Each rare dial tells a unique tale, inviting us to be part of the legacy that fake Rolex has meticulously built over decades. As we delve into the world of these elusive and captivating timepieces, we uncover a realm where elegance, rarity, and the timeless spirit of Rolex intersect, leaving us enamored and yearning to discover the next exquisite dial variation that holds the promise of rarity and timeless charm.
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New Watches from Seiko, TAG Heuer, Aquastar and Louis Vuitton
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Today we will be discussing several brands including Seiko, Nivada Grenchen, TAG Heuer, Louis Vuitton and Aquastar, and as always, we will be honest![image: ]
Geneva Watch Day may still be more than a month away, but there have been a number of new watches unveiled in the past few weeks. These are some interesting pieces that have sparked conversation among our hosts. You’ll hear positive and constructive feedback from industry insiders about the latest offerings.
Before we get into the latest releases, let’s take a look at the Handgelenks Kontrolle. mike decided to honor Balazs recent appearance on the Spirit of Time podcast and the Magnum P.I. mentioned therein. Balazs was wearing a newly arrived test watch, the Nivada Grenchen F77, which both said was an attractive one-piece bracelet watch at an affordable price. However, this replica watch is hard to come by as it is usually out of stock.
We’ve got a lot to say about all of them, and we’ll be going over them in detail. When it comes to Seiko and Louis Vuitton, we love them but wish they were a little more affordable. The Skipper watch on the other hand blew us away with its looks and functionality. Finally, the Aquastar represents a step in an interesting direction with a dial that’s very different for a Deepstar II.
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The Best Rolex GMT-Master for the Globetrotters
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For those who traverse time zones and jet-set across the globe, having a reliable timepiece to keep up with their adventures is essential. Enter the Rolex GMT-Master, a legendary watch synonymous with travel and exploration. With its distinctive design, dual time zone functionality, and robust construction, the GMT-Master has become a favorite among globetrotters.
The Rolex GMT-Master was initially designed in collaboration with Pan American World Airways (Pan Am) in the 1950s. The aim was to create a watch for pilots to track multiple time zones while flying. The GMT-Master quickly gained popularity among avid travelers and professionals who frequently crossed time zones. Its primary function is to simultaneously display the time in two different time zones, making it an indispensable tool for those navigating the world. 
The hallmark feature of the copy Rolex GMT-Master is its dual time zone display. The watch features an additional hand, often contrasting, allowing the wearer to track a second time zone. The 24-hour scale on the bezel complements the GMT hand, enabling easy reference and quick adjustments.
Over the years, the Rolex GMT-Master has seen several iterations, each with its unique design elements and advancements. Rolex has continually innovated the GMT-Master’s aesthetics from the iconic black and red “Pepsi” bezel to the sleek and sporty “Batman” bezel.
The replica Rolex GMT-Master is a timepiece that embodies the spirit of adventure, exploration, and globetrotting. Its dual time zone functionality, robust construction, and timeless design make it a trusted companion for those who navigate different time zones effortlessly. Whether you’re a frequent flyer, a global businessperson, or an avid traveler, the GMT-Master is a testament to Rolex’s commitment to precision, functionality, and style.
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Rolex Yacht Prestige is the highlight of the year of 2023
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After 24 hours of reflection, Paul Altieri, a lifelong Rolex collector and founder and CEO of pre-owned luxury clone watch business Bob’s Watches, reacts to this week’s watch launch.  
While every watch-obsessed Instagrammers is losing their mind over the Rolex Day-Date’s peace, love and emoji, Mr. Altieri’s eyes are more drawn to the improvements in more mainstream watches.
“The new Rolex Daytona with its redesigned case and new 4131 movement looks almost unchanged from the front, but the open case back is cool,” Mr. Altieri said.” Perfection is hard to improve on, so no surprises here.”
A specialist in the secondary market, Bob’s Watches was equally interested in retiring the 116500LN Cosmograph Daytona, which had been popular on its 60th anniversary, and replacing it with a new movement, case and dial.
Mr. Altieri concurs.” There are some subtle changes to the dial, but I like the steel bezel. The new reference number for the steel Daytona is 126,500. Good luck getting the 116,500 now. he predicts a “dramatic price increase.
Also on hold is the Milgauss, a watch that seemed to be on the fringes of Rolex’s plans for years. With the official announcement, Bob’s Watches is hoping the older model will appreciate in value, especially due to its quirky look and feel.
Looking across at Rolex’s stablemate Tudor, Mr. Altieri was blown away by the 37mm Black Bay 54.
“Wow, this watch looks really good; the 37mm steel Black Bay is a direct reference to the older model,” he said.
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The new Rolex Explorer 40 Ref. 224270, advantages?
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Rolex has just announced another reference in its Explorer collection of watches. The new Rolex Explorer Ref. 224270 is now available in a 40mm size. After introducing and discontinuing the 39mm Explorer, Rolex decided it was time to cater to those who couldn’t or didn’t want to wear the Explorer 36.
The Rolex Explorer needs no introduction, so I won’t bother you with it. The Explorer is (maybe) my absolute favorite sporty watch. It is a clean-looking watch with an obvious dial, no date, and no-nonsense. The problem for me, however, is the 36mm size. I’ve tried it numerous times – my wife has an Explorer, as do some of my colleagues – and it never feels right to me. Oddly enough, my Day-Date is also 36mm, but somehow it works better for me. Maybe it’s the presence of the President strap that makes it look bigger on my wrist.  [image: ]
The Explorer is only available with a black lacquered dial (some predicted a white dial for the Explorer), and the numbers at 3, 6, and 9 o’clock are 18k white gold. The hands are also white gold, and both the hands and dial have Chromalight, Rolex’s blue lume.
Anyway, I am happy that Rolex offers a 40mm version of the Explorer. The good news is that in terms of other specifications, it’s basically not too different from the Explorer 36. The Rolex Explorer 224270 is powered by the caliber 3230, which is guaranteed to perform at ±2 seconds per day. Rolex ensures that the watch has this precision once the movement is caused.
The case and bracelet are made of Oyster steel (904L). Their surfaces are mainly brushed, except for the bezel and strap, which have a highly polished finish. The Rolex Twinlock crown and screw-down caseback ensure a water-resistance rating of 100 meters (10 ATM). On this model, you will also find the Oyster locking clasp on the bracelet and an Easylink extension that allows you to resize it by a further 5 mm without using tools. For more advantages, we will discuss more next time.  [image: ]
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Newly Established Spider Dial 16750 Rolex GMT-Master
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The Rolex GMT-Master is widely sought after in the secondary market for its iconic, purpose-built design set. Originally developed for professional pilots and other avid globetrotters, it features a 24-hour bezel and a GMT hand on the dial. While these features were intended to double as timekeepers, they now give the GMT-Master a distinctive tool watch aesthetic that collectors of all professions and lifestyles enjoy. The GMT-Master, a pillar of the Rolex catalog, was introduced in the 1950s and continues to be produced today as the GMT-Master II series. Replicas of the original GMT-Master are among the most popular fake Rolex watches on the market.  [image: ]
In this article, we will showcase a truly special version of the GMT-Master 16750 with a rare and unusual spider dial. Read on to learn more about what makes this vintage Rolex special, including its history, features, and price.
Rolex first introduced the GMT-Master Pilot’s Watch in the 1950s. The first GMT reference 6542 was produced for a few years before its successor, ref. 1675, took its place around 1959. The first model featured a two-tone bezel, now known as the “Pepsi,” to distinguish between day and night time, and a 24-hour scale for double timekeeping.
Rolex continued to use aluminum in the rest of the GMT-Master line until Cerachrom was introduced in 2000 in the 6-digit GMT-Master II. The Ref. 1675 introduced crown protection and an all-black bezel to the original Rolex GMT. Depending on the year of its release, the ref. 1675 also featured a glossy or matte dial. Rolex introduced the ref. 16750 in 1981 and continued production until the late 1980s. With this version of the GMT-Master, the collection as we know it today began to take more shape, with a higher-beating movement and better water resistance.
The Reference 16750 featured the then-new caliber 3075 Perpetual, replacing the 1575 movement that powered its 4-digit predecessor. The Reference 16750 was the first Rolex GMT-Master to feature the 3000 series movement, marking a very important moment in the history of the GMT-Master. Compared to the 19,600 bph rating of the 1575 movement, this movement has a higher frequency of 28,800 bph. This is also the first time the Quickset function is available in the imitation Rolex GMT-Master line.
With the Quickset function, the wearer could adjust the date mechanism by rotating the crown in the second position rather than advancing the hour hand 24 hours each day. The black second function introduced to the 1575 movement in the early 1970s remains, stopping the second hand from turning when the wearer sets the time. With the introduction of the 3075 movement, the GMT-Master collection became even more precise and convenient.
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